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Part # 1006 Name:  Billet Delivery Valve Holder 

 

Product Description:  

The APP Billet Delivery Valve Holders are a great way to give your P7100 
injection pump that custom look. The APP #1006 Holders create more fuel flow 
and advances timing. They have a 19mm hex instead of the factory spline for 
easier removal, and are pre-drilled in .093 outlet size. Made in America of 304 
stainless steel. 
 

Fits ‘94-‘98 Dodge Cummins and all Bosch P7100 injection pumps. 

 Replaces:  

Bosch Part #2413371137 
 

Bosch Part #2413371255 

Install Instructions:  

Remove injection lines from injection pump.   Remove the factory delivery valve 
holder and RETAIN the stock o-ring, spring, retainer, and washer.  Place the 
stock o-ring on the new APP billet delivery valve holder along with the other 
internal parts that were removed from the stock delivery valve holder.  Install 
the same way that they were in the stock delivery valve holder.    Torque to 85 
ft. lbs.  Reattach the injection lines. To minimize the possibility of losing parts 
we recommend installing one delivery valve at a time. 
 

A word of caution before attempting any performance modification:  It is the sole responsibility of the purchaser 
and installer of any APP part to employ the correct installation techniques required to ensure the proper operation 
of the part.  APP offers the highest quality performance parts; however, APP holds no liability for any part failure 
due to improper installation or use.  Some APP parts can be used for off-road and competition.  It is the sole 
responsibility of the customer to verify that the use of their vehicle and items purchased comply with federal, state 
and local regulations.  APP offers no certification regarding pollution-controlled devices or mandated emissions 
requirements.  Performance products are legal in California only in certain strict circumstances.   There is no 
instance where APP, it’s officers, members, employees, agents, representatives, and/or volunteers are liable for any 
damages, personal or mechanical, whatsoever. 
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